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communications should be addressed

of experience are perceptions.

Reality

the

is.

Truth

is the conformity of cognition to reality.
[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction; it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.

At the same time
everything absolute)

obvious that absolute existence

is

it

impossible. Reality

is

German, derived from

lichkeit in

is

Reality

wirkeii, to take effect.

its

The

idea of something absolutely

untenable;
istence

it

ohne Wirklichkeit

Science

is

— which

e.,

i.

;

Unknowable is

would imply the existence

not manifested

is

of

Existence

both are one.
therefore also

an object whose ex-

existence without reality;

is

economy

of thought.

is

possible through application of the

the possession of certain truths.

[Knowledge is, so
which Science works.

The

object of Science

the present stock or capital with

to say,

Science cannot exist without knowledge.
is

not only to increase and enlarge knowl-

to purify the present stock of knowledge from vagueand misconceptions.
The purpose of knowledge is that of increasing our power over

edge but also
ness, errors,

nature.]

Monism

is that philosophy which recognizes the oneness of Alland the Religion of Monism teaches that the individual,
as a part of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the

existence,

All.

Religion

is

man's aspiration

be in harmony with the

to

Open Court, but
agreement.

all

definitions that

Mr. Hegeler

in

25,

defines

Religion

in

as

"man's union with the AH " (taking the definition from the Lutheran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Menschen mit Gott

Word God by the more compreThe All). The editor has defined Religion as
man's consciousness of his relation to the AH" (No. 24); as 'Das

durchGott," and replacing the
hensive word
'

'

'

AllgefUhl im Einzelnen," the All-feeling in the individual (see
foot-note page 965); as " man's conception of the world that serves

him

are man's conduct in so far as

[The basis
preacher

may

of morality

justly

is

be asked,

it is

unison with the

All.

A moral educator or
what authority dost thoy jus-

religion.

"On

in

All,

,

many

superstitious notions in the world, of its

and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality.
But
all the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as such
is an illusion, and all the errors of science are no evidence that science as such is a sham.
It is obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are not
contradictory to, but complementary of, each others
If religion
and science do not agree, it is a certain sign that our conception of
either the one or the other

is

The

wrong.

history of the

human

mind has been one of constant conflict and reconciliation between
religion and science. Their relation has repeatedly been disturbed
and re-adjusted.

The

unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for

the union of Religion and Science, and opens a

new

vista of pro-

gress for both.]

REVIE'W OF RECENT 'WORK OF "THE OPEN COURT."
The work

of

The Open Court,

ligion."

In the

for the past six issues, covers

No 87, "The UniNew York, discusses the

In an article in

Wakemann,

of

positive,

number preceding, an

human, constructive

re-

editorial essay points out

and emphasizes the radical difference between religious Creeds
and religious Faith. Then follow in Nos. 87, 88, and 89, respectively, the articles, "Agnosticism and Auguste Comte's-PosFormal Thought and Ethics."
tivism," " Spacs and Timj,"
" Personality, Individuality, Consciousness," is the title of an essay
(No. 87) by M. Th. Ribot, the eminent French psychologist, transIt conlated with his consent from Les Maladies de la Persotialiti
tains the gist, one may say, of the principles from whien modern
psychology sets out. Dr. Felix Oswald contributes, in No. 88, a
paper on "Dreams and Visions," an interesting study and in No.
89, Mr. A. H. Heinemann writes effectively upon " The Preservation of Moral Purity in Children."
In criticism, appears the striking article from the French of
Alfred Fouillee, entitled " M. Guyau's Faith. " The paper The
Transient and The Permanent in Theodore Parker" (No. 91), is
Part I of a discourse held by Mr. Moncure D. Conway at the disThree articles (Nos. 90, 91, 92,)
solution of Mr. Parker's Society.
upon " The History of the People of Israel " are worthy of every
The author. Prof. Cornill, is an orreader's careful perusal.
thodox theologian of Konigsberg his researches are marked by
A unique
critical acumen, spirit, and above all a love of truth.
feature of the last few numbers is "The Sitaharanam," a trans-'
lation from the Sanskrit, by Prof. Albert Gunlogsen.
In Economics, the controversy between "Wheelbarrow" and
'

;

;

Sympathizer," Nos. 78, 85, 85, 88, occupies the first place. The
Wheelbarrow is well known
is "Making Bread Dear."
Sympathizer is a prominentto readers of The Open Court
"

as a guiding-star through life" (page 1180).]

Morals

the All,

'

The

have been presented are

No.

harmony with

in

and morally bad a.re thosei. e.
those which retard or

'

All.

[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of

strict

naturally produced

foundations of a "monistic,

(Mach.)

laws of form to thought.

Knowledge

harmony with the

in

versal Faith," Mr. T. B.

the

is

those which enhance progress,

e.,

a wide range of subjects.

]

the search for truth.

The nature of science
Economy of thought

must,.

origin,

Sein

a contradiction, an impossibility.

is

is

but the effective-

manifestation are not two different things

man why he

[Religion (man's aspiration to. be in unison with the All) has

Reality therefore implies not

only existence, but the manifestation of existence also.

and

(in fact

properly called IVirk-

not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness,
ness of things in their relations.

teaches

it

his conduct so as to be in unisoa

of existence.

CHICAGO. ILL.

total of all that

;

air-

reality.]

prevent progress.
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The Data

good
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sum
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THEODORE PARKER'S OPTIMISM.

6,

Science.

^A^ith

li

by an incarnate word

But the task is difficult.
mother would do for her child
God would do for suffering humanity but he cannot.
All this the humble Christian gets by revelation,
founded on what he believes complete historical eviof love.

All that the tenderest

A DISCOURSE AT THE DISSOLUTION OF HIS SOCIETY, FEB.
BY MONCURE

D.

3,

1889.

;

CONWAY.

II.

No

INDIVIDUAL may, indeed, briefly

sift

Theodore

Whatever may be

dence.

Parker; but the humblest individual may recognize
the revision which every generation must give to its

ligious position

predecessor.

of

As an example
ker's

of the transiency alluded to, Par-

concept of deity

may

be

adduced.

Nothing

—

to love

;

is

man's ultimate deliverance from

dox theory

irrational

affirms the existence of such a deity.

world, but

God

—

from every humane
? From his own heart,
judged by what it reallj' loves and worships,
he got his moral ideal of God. Only listening close at
his own heart does man hear the beat of an eternal
existence

Could you

woman

at this

moment approach some man

kneeling before deified Vengeance,

some trembling maiden,

—or

or

say,

week is
and invest that maiden
with powers equal to those of her God
you should
see how different her ideal deity from the one she
kneels to.
She would rise from her knees, glide out
offensive to her jealous

fearing that her gay

God

;

;

of

But now comes Parker

The

ous.

the* chapel, and, ere to-morrow's sun, every bed-

save others by taking their agonies on himself

— even

His miracles of benevolence
and assurance of faith were incidental to his great
mission, which was to ransom man from the dark and
evil powers of nature.
This ransom, however, since
God left the earth, can only affect the ransomed after
death.
For Satan is still prince of this world, conveyed to him by an angry moment's 'curse. God must
stand by his hasty word of wrath till he can undo it
going

to

From

oqly.

;

the ortho-

not the prince of this

is

the grass-blade to the

many

;

;

Catholic

despite

all

may

as firmly maintain papal infalli-

the papal crimes and massacres of

that rack and

history, claim

ings in disguise, as

much

thumb-screw were blessthousand cruel deaths

as the

of nature's infliction.

Early in Parker's ministry (1839-40) his faith was
such' as
troubled by the gratuitous evils in nature,

—

the cat's torture of the

Hell for them.

—

Satan

;

Being by revelation of nature. But
imperfections and evils, that Parker had to fall back on supernatural assumptions to
support his natural theology. He assumed that whatever appeared evil was really good that suffering was
disciplinary, and would be compensated after death
and, as he could not respect a Godless just than himself, he believed that even the animals would enjoy a
happy future.
This theology was laid in faith, not in reason. A

Roman

to

to declare all this errone-

find this perfect

bility

;

the afflictions

from the butterfly's summer day to the whole
life of humanity, all is under the control of the allwise, all-perfect, all-loving Father of the universe.
Having rejected supernatural revelation he had to

lid

would do had we the power and that is what the
humble Christians around us believe God did do when
he once visited the earth, where he purchased power

and the

galax}',

side of pain should

know her special providence; palcheeks would bloom again, the lame would walk,
the blind see, the dumb speak, and bereaved hearts
again clasp their beloved.
That is what each of us

human God

evils;

miracles are without evidence

nature has so

heart.

all

man under

enly promises which sustain

But, as he himself complained, no Bible, no creed,

heart,

has a

assurer, by miracles, by a bodily resurrection, of heav-

of this Satanic world.

then, does Parker derive his belief in that

He

not the author of man's evils but the martyr

can be more perfect than his ideal, of a deity supremely wise, loving, and at work in all the laws of
the universe, present in all events minute or vast.

Whence,

said of his science, his re-

impregnable.

"Were

I,"

he then

mouse before devouring

-wrote,

organic nature, what attributes should

world

?

Certainly not just the same

ing into

my

the

witness

first

consciousness,

But why

is

is

I

it.

"to draw conclusions solely from
I

ascribe to the cause of the

I

now

give

Him.

But look-

find there a different idea of

God

;

so

insufficient— the last perfectly competent."

consciousness more competent to char-

acterize the cause of things than the things themselves?

Why may

not our Catholic set his consciousness of

THE OPEN

1656

papal perfection against the imprisonment of Galileo,
and ingenious cruelties of the inquisition ? But here
Parker's manuscript abruptly ends. That dialogue be-

tween reason and faith was never recorded.
The problem was insoluble for no matter what
good end is served by agony and villainy they can
only be excused by the admission that the end could
And that limit on omniponot be secured otherwise.
The problem was
tence is the tomb of theology.
given up by Parker.
During the next twenty years his faith went on
declaring everything for the best, his reason proving
many things for the worst. Slavery, for instance, and
intolerance, injustice to woman, and manifold wrongs
whose providential benignity was too much disguised
;

for his

eye of

faith.

men

;

it

them out from the educational influence

shuts

preacher, were portrayed, and not proved providential

my optimism was undisturbed. Those vile phantasms would pass away, and there still would the green
grass smile, and the violet, and their loving prophet.
But presently the prophet passed away out of his
beloved nature sprang an ugly cat, so he called his
consumption,- -and fastened its claws in his side.
And even while he was dying the voice of another
interpreter of nature was heard,
that of Darwin. He
was even more sweet and gentle than Parker, but
represented a generation which walked by fact, not by
He proved that the evils we thought superfaith.
ficial and transient were inherent in the very organizaIt was not merely a cat torturing a
tion of nature.
but

;

—

—

.

mouse before eating it, or the invisible cat torturing
Parker before consuming him but the very principle
of nature was predatory, the strong devouring the
weak the strata of the earth beneath our feet, the
;

" In this age," he said in one sermon, "poverty tends to barbarize

COURT.

of

;

our time."

ruins of races, being successive cemeteries of popula-

Parker repudiated the devils, but the devils of his
time recognized him; as he passed they cried, "What
have we to do with thee?" "Nothing whatever,"
answered Parker.
"Hast thou come to destroy us?"
" Precisely!"
His theology never interfered to say

tions tortured, slaughtered, burnt, buried, in the strug-

"Ah, you

are God's agents

:

continue your disciplinary

your educational trampling of that outcast
God foresaw it all, it is under his providence,
and all will be blissfully compensated in the end."
In early youth I walked with Theodore Parker in
I asked about miracles.
the woods near Framingham.
slave- hunt,
;

He

said,

it is

difficult

One can

a miracle.

what

to define

deal

is,

would

or

be,

more securely with particular

gle for existence.

The optimism
away were

The Darwinian theory might do away

sentiment.

with

it

theology might not pass

of Parker's

only a question of theology, or one of

it

only in philosophical circles, were

But society has been caught

theory.

The

ary revolution.

it

only a

an evolution-

in

struggle for existence has com-

As huge saurians swam or stalked
passed civilization.
through primal swamps, so now pauperism, corruption,
despair, crime, threaten to

swamp

civilization.

These

have to be dealt with largely by
religious enthusiasm, by existing organizations formed
wrongs,

evils,

human

perils,

Among

now going

narratives of events, and,

if they be marvelous, weigh
evidence to find if it be proportionate to the
After a time
doubtfulness of marvelous narratives.

for

the

on a survival of the fittest, the standard of fitness
being adequacy to the practical need of the times.

he stretched himself on the ground with

The standard

the grass, as

inhaling

if

its life

Then he spake words which I
when I reached home. There

for his

tried

lips close to

wan

cheeks.

to write

down

he said, a certain
miracle- sense in man which should be respected. We
are too near the divine mystery of existence not to
Men
clutch at everything that seems to declare it.
feed that mystic part of them with fables, as when,
without bread, they will eat grass rather than starve.
But when they shall have grown so far as to find God
in that flower, to love

scripture in their

own

him

is,

in that sky, to

hearts,

all

Nature

read his

will

appear

miraculous.

So did
of

I

listen to the gospel of the grass, the

'

vedas

the violet,' from that great heart, with unquestioning

and when presently we returned to the grove,
where he addressed an antislavery assembly, the evils
faith

;

of the nation did'
in nature.

the

air

;

The
the

not for

me

contradict his

filial

faith

yelp of the bloodhound was heard on

sordid

politician,

the

double-tongued

salvation.

these there

is

—

is -not

may sometimes
would
true,
in

it

abstract truth

;

doctrines not true

serve in emergencies where truer ones

Now, even were optimism

fail.

theoretically

could hardly be turned to any practical aid

the salvation of men.

When

Gouverneur Morris lost his leg a pious
showed him such moral advantages to accrue
from the affliction that Morris begged him to send a
visitor

surgeon to cut the other leg

be doubly

So

blest.

will

off too,

so that he might

the suffering answer with

and laughter those who would persuade them
which massacre the innocents, drudgery
that breaks men on its wheel, political and social cortears

that diseases

ruption, are

all

the paternal providence of an

immanent

creator and father.

Already the naturalistic optimism of Emerson and
Parker has been modified. We are now told by some
that though whatever is, is not necessarily right, yet
in the long run.
But there surall is for the best,

—

vives in this doctrine

some

of the old Calvinistic fatal-

XHK OPEN
ism, which proclaimed a universe working out divine

decrees for both good and bad.
cree, retain only the good, yet

the most strenuous
victory

is

Take away

the bad de-

can you get for any cause

service from

a foregone conclusion

?

the faith that

That man

will

its

work

who trusts to no dynamic stream of tendency
making for righteousness, but feels success or failure
dependent on his arm.
best

THE WORKINGMAN'S DOLLAR.
BY WHEELE.4KK0W.

The praiseworthy

effort to prove that a pound of
weighing sixteen ounces, and a pound of coffee
weighing fourteen ounces, can be made equal in value
by Act of Congress is still going on. I am thankful
to the finance teachers who have kindly taken me in
hand, although I fear that I shall never be able to
understand the "laws of money." 1 go down meekly
to the foot of the class, and acknowledge myself the
dullest pupil in the school.
I cannot yet see that the
silver dollars I get for my wages, each worth eighty
cents, are just as valuable as gold dollars worth a.hundred cents a piece, and I don't believe they are.
In a friendly criticism Mr. Albert of Kentucky gives
me a lesson, and he tries with patient good temper to
make the matter clear as mud, in this way
He
says
"I would first advise 'Wheelbarrow,' the next
time he gets hold of a greenback, to read it carefully.
He will find the words 'on demand,' which are a
distinctive feature of redeemable money, left out. Any
lawyer will tell him that a promise to pay, without
specified time of payment, is of no value."
This leads
me to suspect that Mr. Albert is a lawyer, which gives
him a great advantage in the argument. It is very
easy for him to refer me to a lawyer for information
as to the legal obligation of promises to pay, but I
cannot afford to get knowledge in that way. As it
would cost me a week's wages and a dollar over to
speak to a lawyer in Chicago, I went down to the
public library and got a look at some law books on
" Contracts," and they all said that a promise to pay
without specified time for payment is a legal and moral
obligation to pa^ the amount stated, of so much
"value" that it will be enforced at law.
This discourages me at the very start because it makes me
doubt the wisdom of my teacher.
If Mr. Albert's
finance is as bad as his law, I fear that his instruction
is of " no value."
Speaking of the greenbacks, Mr. Albert saj's
For
ten years the United States made no pretensions to
exchange them for gold or silver, and yet they had
a value varying from par to fifty per cent, discount.
What gave them that value?" "Was it faith?" he
says, "or the result of some natural law?" and he
advises me at my leisure to "study out that conun-

coffee

:

—

'

:

'

COURT.
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drum." Well, I'll wrestle wi4h
working it, will he tackle this one
the discount

My

it,
:

and while I'm
gave them

What

?

guess at the conundrum is this: Faith
gave them value, and doubt gave them discount; just
as they gave value and discount to the legal tenders
of the Confederate States.
The value and discount
were regulated by the chances of their payment in
gold, and the time of such payment.
I was in several
battles down South, and I noticed that whenever we
got whipped the greenbacks got discount, and the graybacks got value, and vice versa.
When Sherman took
Atlanta the graybacks got so much discount that they
have never had much value since.
The ancient assumption that a fish put into a vessel
of water adds nothing to the weight of the whole, is
adopted by Mr. Albert, and he coolly remarks " As to
the reason why the laborer's eighty cent silver dollar
"
will buy as much as the boss's one dollar gold piece
as if that fact were proved, when it is the main point
in dispute.
The reason, however, is pure magic; here
it is
"All things have two values the intrinsic value
and the exchangeable value
money owes its value
to both.
The government can regulate the exchange
That is to
value, it cannot affect the intrinsic value."
say, that money has a real, genuine value of itself, independent of the government, and a false value given
What Mr. Albert probably
it by Act of Congress.
means is that government gives a nominal value to
first

:

;

—

:

;

money, and that

own dominions.

it

circulates at that value within

All this

is

its

but an evasion of the true

Ought governments to give a noquestion, which is
minal value to money different from its real value,
and thus cheat all men who work for wages ? Government can give an exchangeable value to the yardstick,
and decree that thirty inches shall be a yard, and it
will be so, but government can never make ten yards
of calico measured by the new yardstick equal in
length or value to ten yards measured in the old way.
:

am

I

confident that Mr. Albert

is

in a whirl of con-

fusion on the currency question, or he

would not give

us whole sentences utterly destitute of meaning, like
this

:

change

" The government, by affording
silver,

nearly so,

it

facilities to ex-

paper, nickel, and copper at par, or

makes

that of gold, after

it

their

exchangeable value equal to
its stamp upon them."

has placed

At par with what? "That pig," said the seller, "will
weigh 200 pounds on an average." Does Mr. Albert
mean silver, nickel, copper, paper, "at par" with one
another, or with gold ? And if either or both, at what
standard ? Ounce for ounce, or bulk for bulk ? This
obscure sentence is the most important in his article,
because he bases all his argument upon it, quaintly
"This explains why the silver dollar will
remarking
buy as much as the gold one, and also why a grocer
:

THE
can buy as

much
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coffee in Brazil with the silver

he

payment here."
There is a painful headache in all that inconsequent
reasoning of Mr. Albert.
That very miracle is just
what the grocer cannot perform. He cannot buy
coffee in Brazil and pay for it in silver dollars at par
receives in

if it is of "no value" for any reason, why
be imposed on me as wages for my work ?
The value of any promise in morals, in business, or in
politics depends entirely on the size of the chance that

And

gold?
should

it

it

The value

be redeemed.

will

greenback dollar,
depends on the
the dearest mone}'

of a

or a silver dollar, or a brass dollar,

with gold dollars, for the obvious reason that gold
and silver dollars are not of equal value. In

chance that

the market reports of the newspapers

worth eighty cents apiece, and gold
dollars worth a hundred cents apiece appear just now
to circulate at mercantile par with each other in ordinary transactions, it is because there is a working
promise somewhere in the machinery of the government to pay the twenty cents. Where is it ? Let us see.
Mr. Albert kindly advises me to read the greenback, and I shall find the words "On demand" left
out.
Will he "change works" with me and read the
legend on the silver certificate, and he will find the
words "on demand " left in but it is very careful not
to say, "dollars payable to bearer on demand," but

dollars

quoted like wheat, or

oil,

government help the grocer

or

pork.

I

find silver

Nor can the

to the value of a cent.

It

even try to help him, and Mr. Albert makes
an inexcusable blunder when he says that the grocer
"exchanges his paper or silver to the government, at
a nominal discount to cover the transfer, and receives
gold in return." He does nothing of the kind.
The
will not

government

On
in

will not give gold dollars for silver dollars.

the contrary, the government actually buys silver

the market, at the current price, whatever

it

is,

and stamps it, " One
dollar In God We Trust," and makes a clear profit of
twenty-five per cent.
This profit is a tax upon the
wages of the workingman, who is compelled to take
these dollars at their apocryphal or "exchangeable"
then takes eighty cents worth of

it,

:

value, instead of at their real value.

"To

the weight of the silver dollars," says Mr.

increase
Albert,

would make them "heavier to carry about." That's
true, but I'll try and stagger along under mine.
As
Mr. Albert

is

in error

as to his facts, of course his

arguments founded on them partake of their defects,
and are valueless. If government can give an "exchangeable" value to silver dollars and make them
equal to gold dollars, why will it not exchange one for
the other ? Why repudiate its own work, and dishonor
its

own coinage ?
To be sure, I can go
of coffee,

;

;

the dearer coins occasionall}', so

it

be redeemed in

will

time, and, at present, this

its life

much

the better, but

he cannot afford to count on them. During the war
the prices of good6 went up as the value of greenbacks
went down. It could not be otherwise and when I
take my nine dollars, which I get as wages every
Saturday night, and buy household comforts with it,
I find fifteen or twenty percent., and sometimes more
than that added to the price of nearly everything I buy.
If the greenback is of "no value" because the
words " on demand " are left out of its promise to pay,
why does Mr. Albert contend that it is just as good as
;

is

gold.

If

silver dollars

;

On

silver dollars.

vidious dictinction

following

the

in

the reverse side of

apologized

is

for,

Here

is

the working promise to

between the
The promise appears
in value

that in-

certificate

make up

the difference

and the gold dollar.
be reliable enough within

to

me

to

the public revenues,

total of

beyond that sum but it
precarious reliance for the laboring man, because
liable to be broken at any time by law or by war.
and perhaps, a

is

public dues."

all

silver dollar

sum

the sphere of the

it,

and partly cured

"This

agreement:

receivable for customs, taxes, and

little

;

is

a

it is

THE PHYSICAL BASES OF PERSONALITY.
•

BY TH. RIBOT.
Translated from the French by

into a store and buy a dollar's
and the grocer will give me the same
quantit}', whether I pay him a gold, or silver, or paper
dollar but this apparent equality in value ought not
to deceive anybody.
It is evident that where payment
can be made in different coins of the same denomination
but of different metallic values, the merchant must fix
the price of his goods on the presumption that he will
be paid for them in the cheapest currency if he gets

worth

current in

.

I

SH.^LL

yv'hv.

now dwell more

conditions of personality

;

at length upon the organic
inasmuch as everything de-

pends upon these and they explain

all

the rest.

"Met-

aphysical psychology, with logical consistency, has paid

no attention whatever to these conditions for it derives its ego from above, and not from below. On the
contrary, we shall maintain that the elements of personality must be sought for in the most elementary
phenomena of life the latter, in fact, stamp it with its
own distinctive mark and character.
In every animal the basis of its psychic individu;

;

ality

is

usuallj'
all of

the organic

sense

— the

vague and obscure, but

sense of the body,

at times

very clear

in

us.f

This organic sense

is

that "principle of individu-

* Translation copyrighted.
t Incidentally, I may observe that a great metaphysician, Spinoza, plainly
maintains the same thesis, although indifferent terms: "The object of the
and nothing else." "The
idea that constitutes the human soul is body
idea that constitutes the formal existence of the human soul is not simple,
but composed of several ideas." (Ethics, part II. propositions 13 and 15. See
also Scholia of prop 17.)
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ation" so eagerly sought for by scholastic doctors, for
the reason that everything either directly or indi-

—

—rests upon

it.
We maj' regard as highly probaccording as we descend toward the lower
animals this organic sense of body will more and more
preponderate, down to the point where it actually be-

rectly

able, that

comes

the entire psychic individuality.

But, in

man

and with the higher animals, the turbulent world of
desires, passions, perceptions, images, and ideas covers
up this silent back-ground. Except at given intervals,
it is forgotten, from the fact that it is not known.
Here
the

same takes place

The

millions of

as in the order of social facts.

human

tion, as regards itself

beings,

making up a large na-

and others, are reduced

to a

few

thousand men, who constitute its clear consciousness,
and who represent its social activity in all its aspects,
industry,

politics, its

its

lectual culture.

human

And

its

commerce, and

yet these millions of

—limited as

its intel-

unknown

manner and place of existence, quietly living and quietly passing away
make
up all the rest; without them there would be nothing.
They constitute that inexhaustible reservatory, from
beings,

to

—

out of which, through a rapid or sudden selection, a
few individuals rise to the surface but these favorites
of talent, power, or wealth themselves enjoy but an
ephemeral existence. Degeneracy always fatally inherent in that which rises will again lower their race
and themselves, while the silent work of the ignored
millions will continue to produce other ones, and to
impress upon them a distinctive character.
Metaphysical psychology only keeps in view the
;

—

—

lofty heights

;

but purely internal observation cannot

us much about what takes place within the body,
and, as a matter of course, from the very outset, the
study of general sensibility has been mainly the work
tell

COURT.

who maintained that we do not know our own body
except in an objective manner, as an extended, solid
mass, similar to other bodies in the universe, situated
beyond the ego, and foreign to the perceiving subject.
Peisse proved, though in somewhat cautious terms,
that the knowledge of our body, above all, is entirely
subjective. His description of this organic consciousness seems by far too correct, not to be quoted entire.
" Is it certain," he says, "that we have absolutely
no consciousness of the activity of the organic functions?
If it be the question of a clear, distinct, and locally determinable consciousness, like that of external impressions,

and

latent, as

it

respiratory

the not yet unravelled chaos, of sensa-

body are being

cessantly transmitted to the sensorium. "*

in-

By the above-

mentioned term E. H. Weber even more precisely understands an internal sensibility, an inward touch that
imparts information to the sensorium concerning the
mechanical and chemico-organic state of the skin, the
mucous and serous membranes, the viscera, the muscles, and the articulated parts.
In France, Louis Peisse, a physician-philosopher,
was the first to react against the doctrine of Jouffroy,
:

Untersuchuagen,

1848,

p.

114.

AUgemeine Anatomie.

but

we might pos-

and accompany the

— sensations,

which, although
In

fact,

might we not regard that remarkable feeling which
ceaslessly and without intermission, warns us of the
presence and actual existence of our own body, as a distant, faint, and confused echo of the universal vital activity ?
Almost always, and wrongly, we confuse this
feeling with the accidental and local impressions that
in waking hours arouse, stimulate, and maintain the
play of sensibility. These sensations, though incessant, make but a fugitive and transient appearance on
the stage of consciousness, while the feeling in question lasts

and

even beneath

persists,

this ever

mobile

theatrical display.

" Condillac very appropriately called
sic

the feeling of sensitive

own, and through

failing

itself

it

the ego as

its

the spiritual subject feels and per-

to exist, locally,
its

admonisher,

the ba-

;

the body incessantly appears to

ing,

it

Maine de Biran termed it,
existence.
Through this feel-

feeling of existence

it

organism.

as

it

were, within the

Like a constant, un-

renders the state of the body in-

cessantly present to consciousness, and thus, in the

most intimate manner, displays the indissoluble bond
subsisting between psychic and physiological life. In
the usual state of equilibrium, which constitutes the
state of perfect health, this feeling, as

tinuous, uniform,

and

is

I

said, is con-

always equal, which prevents

from reaching the ego and attaining the state of disand local sensation. In order to be distinctly remarked, it must acquire a certain intensity.
This orgar.I': feeling is then expressed by a vague impression of well-being, or of general distemper
the
former denoting a simple exaltation of vital ph5'sioit

tinct, special,

;

logical action

But

;

the

latter

its

pathologic perversion.

such case it does not fail to localize itself under
the form of particular sensations, connected with some
in

certain' region of the body.
* Pathologische
841. p. 728.

;

incessantly repeated, pass by unperceived.

ceives

total, or

it

were, the analogue, for example, of

movements

limited extent of

sum

lack

that of sensations which provoke

Henle (1840) defined general sensibility or " ccenaesthesis " as: "the tonus of the sensible nerves, or
the perception of the state of average activity in which
these nerves are constantly engaged, even during the
moments when they are not excited by any external
impression." And elsewhere: "General sensibility is
the

we

clear that

it is

sibly possess a kind of silent consciousness, obscure,

of phj'siologists.

tions that from every point of the

'659

more

indirect, yet far

more

It

often reveals itself in a

evident, manner,

when

it
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chances to fail in any given point of the organism for
example, in a limb struck by paralysis.
Such a limb
still naturally clings to the living aggregate, but it is
no longer included in the sphere of the organic ego
if we may use this expression.
The affected limb
ceases to be perceived by the ego as its own, and the
fact of this only negative separation, is expressed by a
particular, positive sensation, known to all, who have
experienced a complete numbness of any member
caused by cold or a compression of the nerves. The
sensation is nothing more than the expression of the
break or loss which the universal feeling of physical
life suffers
it proves that the vital state of the limb in
question really existed, though obscurely felt, and that
it constituted one of the partial elements of the general feeling of life of the organic whole.
In this manner any continuous, monotonous noise as that of a
carriage in which we happen to be riding
ceases to be
perceived, although continuing all the time to be heard
for if it suddenly stops, its cessation will be instantly
remarked.
This analogy helps us to understand the nature and
;

;

—
—

'

'

of existence of the basic feeling of organic

life,

which in this hypothesis simply would be a resultant
"/« cotifuso" of the impressions produced upon the
living points by the internal movement of the functions carried to the brain, whether directly by the cerebro-spinal nerves, or mediately by the nerves of the
ganglionic system.

" *

this

passage was published

(1844) psychologists and physiologists have been at
work studying the elements of this organic or general

They have determined what each
contributes as its own share
they have

sense of the body.
vital function

;

shown how complex this confused feeling of life is,
which, by means of incessant repetition has become
ourselves
and that searching after it would be equivalent to seeking for ourselves. Consequently we know
;

it

only through the variations that raise

it

above, or

beneath the normal tone. The reader in various special worksf will find the detailed study of these
vital functions and their general physical contributions.
It is not our purpose here to enter upon a special inlower

it

vestigation of these topics, and therefore a condensed
recapitulation will be sufficient.

In the

first

place,

we have

by pure air of suffocation from close air those arising
from the alimentary canal, and others, still more general, connected with the state of nutrition.
Hunger
and thirst, for example, despite appearances, have no
;

*Note

to his

;

Cabanis p. 108, log.
See particularly Bain
•t

and Maudsley Pathology
:

;

they simply result from a discom-

edition of the

1

"Rapports du physique

The Senses and

of the Spirit.

As regards

thirst

Bernard have shown
that it arises from lack of water in the organism, and
not from dryness of the pharynx. Of all the functions,
general and local circulation exerts, perhaps, the greatest psychological influence, and its variations import
the most from individual to individual, and according
to the different moments, within the same individual.
Let us further recall to mind the organic sensations
that arise from the state of the muscles the feeling of
fatigue, exhaustion, or its reverse finally the group of
muscular sensations which, associated to the external
sensations of sight and touch, play such a prominent
Even reduced
part in the creation of our knowledge.
to itself alone, in its purely subjective form, muscular
especially, the experiments of CI.

:

;

sensibility will reveal the degree of contraction or re-

laxation of the muscles, the position of our limbs, etc.
If

the reader will conceive for a

moment

the mul-

and diversity of the vital actions just cited in a
general way, he will be able to form a certain idea of
what must be understood by the expression physical
bases of personality. Constantly active, they make up by
their continuity for their weakness as psychic elements.
Hence, as soon as the higher forms of mental
titude

:

life

disappear, they pass to the front rank.

example

A

clear

dreams (whether pleasant or

of this exists in

painful) aroused by organic sensations; as night-mares,

In these dreams, even with a cer-

tain degree of precision,

we may

the part that belongs to

seems mainly attached
tory organs

it

;

assign to each organ

the sensation of weight

to the

digestive and respira-

the feeling of struggle and combat to

;

fections of the heart.

In

more

af-

rare instances patho-

logical sensations, unperceived during

waking hours,

during sleep like premonitory symptoms.
Armand de Villeneuve dreams that he is bitten in the
leg by a dog; and a few days later that same leg is atGessner in his sleep
tacked by a cancerous ulcer.
will re-echo

is bitten in the left side by a serpent;
on the very spot there developed an anthrax
Macario dreams that he has a
of which he died.
very sore throat he rises in normal health but a few
hours later is attacked by an intense amygdalitis. A
man sees in a dream an epileptic a short time afterwards he himself becomes one. A woman dreams that
she speaks to a man who cannot reply to her, because
he is dumb at her waking she herself has lost the

fancies that he

a

little later

;

;

;

the organic sensations

attached to respiration: the feeling of comfort produced

precise localization

are the loud plead-

ings of a too impoverished blood.

erotic dreams, etc.

when

Since the time

They

whole organism.

fort of the

;

mode

COURT.

et

du moral," by

;

power
In

of speech.
all

these cases

in'citations

we

take for facts those obscure

which, from the depths of the organism,

reach the nervous centres, and which, amid

and perpetual mobility, conscious

life

all its

turmoil

hides from us

instead of revealing.
Intelligence.

Part

I.

Ch.

11.

It is

clear that the exclusive faith

which psychology

THE OPEN
has so long accorded the mere data of consciousness,
would throw into the shade the organic elements of
personality

but,

;

on the contrary,

in a professional

way, physicians, as a matter of course, were expected
to cling to

The

it.

as medical science

molded,*

is

doctrine of the temperaments, old

ever criticized and ever re-

itself,

only a vague and fleeting expression of the

principal types of the physical personality, such as

furnished by observation, and with the main psychical

The few

In

the

latter,

composed

of

psychologists, accordingly,

who have

stu-

Until this takes place, the most relevant point will

is

a

preconceived notion,

mysterious attribute, dropped

down from the skies, and without antecedents in nature.
If we simply cast a glance at the animals that
surround us, we shall have no difficulty in admitting,
that the difference between horses

and mules, between

geese and ducks, their "principle of individuation,"

can only be derived from a difference of organization
and of adaptation to environment, with the psychical

consequences that thence result and that in the same
species the differences of one individual from another
In the
cannot originally be owing to any other cause.
natural order of things there is no reason for making
an exception of man apart from the fact that in man
the excessive development of intellectual and emo;

;

tional faculties causes illusion,

and hides the primitive

origin.

Does physical personality

exist in nature

?

Under-

standing by physical personalitj' the mere sense of a
state of

organized being

;

a

mode

of

being where, by

consciousness, whether clear or obreproduced by some external circumstance, would be absent?
Evidently not as regards the higher animals physical personality, in the sense explained, can be possupposition,

all

sure, actual or

;

ited only as a

very

artificial abstraction.

It

is

prob-

form of psychic individuality, consisting
simply in the consciousness which the animal has of
its own body, exists in very low species, yet not in the
able, that this

lowest.
*HeDle has attempted recently (Anthropological Lectures, 1S77, p. 103to attach the temperaments to the different degrees of the activity, or

and motor nerves. When this degree is at its lowest, we
phlegmatic temperament. At a high degree, with a rapid exhaustion of nerves, we have the sanguine temperament. The choleric also
supposes a high tonus, but with persistence in the nervous action. The melancholic temperament cannot be defined by the simple quantity of the nervous
action it supposes a high tonus, with the tendency to emotions rather than to

tonus, of the sensitive

obtain the

organism

to

such a

with certain authors,

If,

of

onlj'

would be the psychic expression

there would exist a degree

we

of their

of

impenetrability, that

would leave the entire mass in the condition of living
matter, without even an external unity.
In a higher order, however, for example in Hydras,
observation is able to prove a certain consensus in the
actions and reactions, and a certain division of work.
Trembly,
Yet the individual is very precarious.
by aid of his scissors, out of a single individual was
Inversely, of any two Hydras we
able to make fifty.
can make one it is sufficient to reverse the smaller,
before introducing it into the larger specimen, in a
manner that the two endoderms touch and merge into
If allowed to venture an opinion on this
each other.
;

obscure matter,
tion

I

should say that this kind of adaptaa certain, tem-

movements might denote

of

porary, unstable unity, subject to circumstances, yet
perhaps, not entirely destitute of a certain obscure

consciousness on the part of the organism.
If

we

find that

we

are

still

too low,

we may

re-

every determination of this kind
is arbitrary), in order to fix the point at which the
animal has only the consciousness of its organism, of

ascend the series

what

it

(for

and

undergoes

produces

— or,

has but one

This form of consciousness,
organic consciousness.
for,
in the pure state, perhaps, does not even exist
as soon as any rudiments of the special senses appear,
;

the animal transcends the level of general sensibility.
But, on the other hand, does general sensibility alone
suffice to constitute a

the

human

foetus

consciousness?

makes

any inconvenient position,

thing, at least,

consciousness

— (the

is

known, that
from

all

escape the impression
merely

to

of cold or of painful irritation

unconscious reflexes ?
I hasten away from

It is

efforts to extricate itself

yet, are all these

;

conjectures of this kind.

incontestable

;

viz.,

that organic

consciousness which the arfimal

—

in the greater
its body and only of its body)
part of animal existence exerts an enormous preponderance; that it stands in inverse ratio to the

has of

higher, psychic development

;

and

and always,

everywhere
organism is the

that,

;

voluntary activity.

is

we should obtain consciousness in a state
complete diffusion. From one element to the other

One
130),

of the

among them-

attribute to each cell the analogue of consciousness

(which

be, to rid ourselves of the purely

similar

and reaction. But their entirety no more represents
an individual than six horses, drawing a carriage in
Here
the same direction, constitute one single horse.
there is neither coordination nor consensus, but simply

irritability),

simplified.

individuals

in multicellular

entirely

degree homogeneous, that each element lives apart
by itself, and each cell has its own particular action

have sought their ground of support in this doctrine.
Kant did so more than a century ago. If the determination of the temperaments at any time could become
scientific, the question of personality would be greatly

personality

g.,

e.

cells

— the constitution

selves,

died the problem of the different types of character,

that

1661

juxtaposition in space.

hence.

traits that flow

COURT.

this consciousness of the
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upon which

basis
all is

without

;

it

individuality rests.

all

there

Through it
it would

not

be impossible to imagine the contrary; for, do not
that first matter of all mental
life
enter through the organism, and what is still
more important are not instincts, feelings, aptitudes,
proper to each species, to each individual, stamped
external impressions

—

and

—

—

—

—we

fixed by heredity in the organism

how, but as proved by

facts

know

— with an unalterable

from hence,

Stir

until

I

return.

to

Still

day Sita

shall pride herself in the splendid skin of this stag, as

Indeed,

nothing.

is

COURT.

not

once in the antelope-carpet of her seat in the city of
Ayodhya.
Perplexed and falling into deep thoughts at the
sight of this stag, that shone with all the splendor of
a Taramriga,*

swered

"As had

soli-

dity?

Rishis

Rama's

half-brother,

Lakshmana,

an-

:

—pure

been foretold us by the holy
like the sacrificial fire

seers, the

—this stag, O hero,

only a deceitful Raksha, called Maritcha, who already has killed a great many kings, who in high
spirits, mounted on chariots and armed with bows,

is

THE SITAHARANAM

;

OR,

THE RAPE OF

AN EPISODE FROM THE GREAT SANSKRIT

SITA.

EPIC "RAMAYANA."

TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY PROF. ALBERT

H.

As SiTA

"At

on the gold-shimmering stag
with its pretty gold-lined flanks and golden antlers its
beautiful ears like lazur-stone
its golden skin with
wonderfully delicate hair the pretty woman at once
broke into a gladsome smile.
At the sight of this golden-haired stag, with antlers
like pearls and coral, purple-colored tongue, and en;

;

—

ment

hunt

to

that golden-colored stag, with a

in the forest.

O

you wisest

all

ablaze with

men, you ought
Bear well in mind,

to

of

O

consider what in reality

it

man-tiger,f that this

only a golden phantom-stag,

is

is.

what connection can there possibly

for

gold and a stag

exist

between

This stag has neither antlers of
this, I should think, is only
coral, nor eyes of pearls
a phantom-stag, and none but a Raksha-demon in the
?

;

disguise of a deer."

the star-bespangled firma-

—the graceful Sita with a prolonged smile said

Rama: "Lo, behold

to

the sight of this lovely form,

precious stones,

cast her eyes

tirely like the reflection of

went forth

GUNLOGSEN.

II.

Thus Rama's brother spoke, but Sita, of the pure
whose mind had been like bewitched by the

smile,

treacherous vision, began to remonstrate, and said
" O husband, this delightful deer has entirely won
:

body

hues of precious stones Look,
O descendant of Kakutstha,* how the wonderful
creature seems to approach confidently toward us
If in this Dandaka-forest there are many golden stags
like this, then, surely, O Rama, this forest must indeed be beloved of human beings. When I look at
this singular golden stag, an ardent desire arises
within my soul the joyful thought of possessing and
spreading on the ground its skin, which is bright like
Jambunadaf the golden river as a soft couch to rest
upon. This may, perhaps, be an unfair desire and unwomanly but my whole soul has violently been captured by the form of this pretty animal."
The distinguished hero Rama, listening to this
speech of his beloved Sita, cheerfully remarked to his
half-brother, the son of Sumitra "Behold, O Lakshmana, the heart of .the beloved daughter of Videha is
set on a stag
Then, still to-day this stag with its gorgeous skin must cease to breathe. Only, that you deal
reflecting all the

!

1

—

—

—

;

:

!

prudently with the princess, while I sally forth to fell
this antelope with a single arrow of mine.
O Laksh-

mana,

I

shall

go forth and quickly

order to obtain
*

Rama

is

its

skin; but in the

frequently called Kakut^tha

— the

kill this

animal, in

meantime you must
descendant of Kakutslha

O strong-armed hero, do yoii bring him,
be such a pleasant toy to play with. Here
in the neighborhood there roam about many prett)'
my

heart

and he

!

will

stags, also buffaloes

and other wild game, but,

animal will be an object of wonder and at the expiration of our exile in the wood, when returned to
our royal abode, this deer shall be an ornament of our
But, if you catch this unrivalled
inner appartments.
stag dead, its skin, O king, will always be precious,
and upon which I should love to rest myself, yonder
;

in the soft grass."

Sita spoke, and the illustrious Raghuid listenand likewise admiring the stag-like animal, became confused and said to Lakshmana
"O son of Sumitra, whether this be a phantomstag or not, at all hazards, urged by an ardent desire,
There is not
still to-day I must overtake and kill it.
not even in Indra's
a like stag anywhere in the world
paradise or in the gardens of Kuvera the god of
His hair is smooth and bright, and he is conriches.
When he opens
fidently roaming about in the forest.

Thus

ing,

—

—

mouth, look at his tongue, like the points of a
burning flame, from his mouth emitting a sort of blaz-

Raghava — the descendant of Raghu both names denote mythic kings. Sita
and the Hindu wife generally addressed her own husband as Aryaputra — Aryason. Sita in the same manner is called Janakatmaja— the daughter of Janaka;
Vaidehi— the daughter of tlie king of Videha, etc. In this paraphrase, in

his

order not to bewilder the reader,
these and other patronymics.

Orionis, represented by an antelope-head.

;

+

Jambunada, the name

I

have avoided a too frequent repetition of

of a mythic river.

O Rama,

never saw a stag like unto this in splendor and
amiable docility. If you catch him alive, the singular
I

*

Taramriga, properly

stag-star,

here the

name

of a constellation

Naravyaghra, man-tiger, tiger among men, a distinguished hero,
quent epithet of Hindu-kings.
*

—the ^

is

a fre-
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fire. Like unto molten gold, with feet like coral, with
crescent-shaped flanks of a variegated silver hue, his
whole body is indeed wonderfully beautiful, and spark-

ing

Lakshmana, armed with bows,

And bade my hopes farewell for evermore.
No chart had marked the unfrequented way.

will

And soon

either for the sake of their flesh, or for mere sport.
By the will of Shakra * have surely been created and

gems

that are found in the wilderness,

Black rocks that lurked like foes along the night
Rose menacing, but still I struggled on.

all

Till, lo, afar

the various substances yielding pearls, precious stones

Shone

and gold, all kinds of forest-timber, all wealth that is
developed from seed and in a like manner the subjugation of this stag-like form must have been allotted to my
share and we certainly shall obtain wealth and gems
worthy of a king. The graceful daughter of the king
of Videha together with myself shall rest on the
Neither cotton
matchless golden skin of this deer.
nor woven silk, neither the wool of sheep nor any
So
costly tissue can match the softness of this animal.
There exist only two incomparable
at least I think.
stags
this auspicious animal, and that other divine
one walking the paths of the heavens this earthly
And if, as you
one, and the constellation Taramriga.
tell me, O Lakshmana, he is that roaming phantomstag, by whom powerful kings and princes, armed with
bows, while hunting in the forest have been killed, in
such case there is a yet stronger motive why I should

A

—

;

the holy

all

could, the which caused his

Brahmans he

belly to swell like a mule's.

He

for a long while also

molest the holy hermit Agastya, but he
was himself eaten by that high-souled penitent.
While digesting him he arose, and with a smile s{)oke
You, O Vatapi, in your turn have now
to Vatapi

attempted

to

'

:

a friendly beacon-light

o'er the

me

waste and led

stranger hand had fed a saving

'Twas thine,
Paris, Sept.

;

destroy him.
" Once upon a time the evil Asura,tVatapi, killed

the giddy needle ceased to guide.

While lowering clouds that darkened all the day
Burst into storm and rent the surging tide.

ardently pursue a-hunting the animals of the forest,

allotted all

JR.

LAUNCHED my bark upon a lonely sea,
Though all I loved lay weeping on the shore,
And set my sail for climes unknown to me.

mother of pearl. Whose soul would not be
by the vision of such an unrivalled deer? This
remarkable animal has likewise entirely subdued my-

O

LITTRE.

I

allured

All kings,

E.

BY LOUIS BELROSE,

ling like

self.

1663

O

master

!

may

to the

never

it

dawn.

fire
tire.

1873.
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CORRESPONDENeE.
AN EXPLANATION BY MR. PENTECOST.
To

the Ediloy

of

The Open Court:—

Referring to Wheelbarrow's

The

1.

up

of land
2.

last article

allow

to its full rental value, irrespective of

The

me

to say

:

so-called single-tax contemplates the so-called taxing

so-called single-tax

is,

improvements.

by an-

therefore, ground-rent

other name.
3. Georgeism does involve the practical confiscation of land
by the government. In form, it leaves the present owner of land
an owner still but, in fact, the government becomes the owner,
and the relation between the land-user and the government will be
just that between the city of Chicago and the First National Bank.
Does Wheelbarrow object to the confiscation of the land by
the whole people to the exclusion of the private legal owners ? If
so he is at present in the majority, just as they were once in the
majority who objected to the confiscation of the slaves from their
;

But when

legal owners.

come

a majority of the people of this country

to see that the private

ownership of land

is

a crime against

humanity, as chattel slavery was a crime against the negroes then,
the land will be confiscated just as the slaves, were freed.

It is

simply a question of education. Now it seems to most persons
that the legal owner of land is its rightful owner, and therefore he
but when it is perfectly clear to most peris allowed to keep it
;

and since all
gone down into a Brahman's belly
arrogance must be punished, therefore be now ground
and if any one ever ventures to
to death by me
despise an observant Brahman, who like unto me has
subdued his senses, he shall certainly share your fate
;

;

'

!

Therefore likewise this splendid deer, while thinking
to overpower me, will itself find its death like that
fiend at the
I

hands

of

shall successfully

you,

O

hero,

fully protect

return

;

mind

Agastya.

Nay,

overcome

this

how

my

well

my beloved

for there are

Sita,

many

I

doubt not that

royal stag.

But

absence you careand stir not hence until I
Raksha-fiends abroad in

in

the forest, bent on mischief."
The glorious hero Rama repeatedly imparted these
orders to his excellent brother Lakshmana, and begged

him
*
t

to dismiss all fear.
Shakra, the name of god Indra as ruler of
The Asuras were the enemies of the gods.

the eastern regions,

sons that land
individual will

is

rightfully the

common

property of

be allowed to own any land

all,

to the exclusion

then no

and

in-

jury of others.

Wheelbarrow seems to think that if he can fix the charge of
upon Georgeism he has dealt it a heavy blow. On the
contrary, that is what we Georgeites glory in. We mean to utterly

confiscation

destroy the private ownership of land by coxAscAAn^ ground-rent

by doing
nothing

just

else,

what

I

said at the start

;

—

having ground-rents, and

paid into the public treasury, just as the First Na-

ground-rent into the Chicago treasury. But under
Georgeism there would be no taxes of any kind to pay. Groundrent would be all that any one would have to pay to government.
The land would all be confiscated taken away from the present
owners without compensation, just as we now take a stolen horse
away from a horse-thief or away from him to whom the horse-thief
The government would be the real landlord to whom
sold him.

tional

Bank

^3.ys

—

aW ground-rents viO\x\A be paid.
Is there any possibility of Wheelbarrow's

failing to

under-

stand the thing this time ? Why does not some one coax him to
Hugh O. Pentecost
read " Progress and Poverty ?"

New

York.
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A QUESTION IN ARITHMETIC.
To

the Editor

If

The Open CoOrt

of

Early to-morrow

Thomas Clark owns an improved
:

farm worth

eastern

Direct taxes, $150, Tariff

taxes, $300, Total, $450.

The farm improvements

are worth about S8,ooo

land

the

;

is capitalized at $7,000.
His single-tax, if it were in vogue,
would be about S280. The single-tax would save him about S170
per annum. Is this confiscation or robbery ?
Yours Respectfully,
WlLLIAM C. AlBRO.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N, Y.

value

LAND AND IMPROVEMENTS.
To the Editor of The Open Court
Why does Wheelbarrow insist that the George plan would tax
Tom Clark on the full value of his farm, when the George plan
exempts S300 of the $500 value, because it was the product of
:

Tom's labor

?

The land.aloiie was worth, as I remember
The improvements, ploughing, etc

$200
300
Total, $500

Present system taxes him on the whole $500. The George
system taxes him on the value of his land, viz.: $200, which is on
only two-fifths of his whole /"«/-/«. If usual interest was 5 per cent.
the rental value of $200 would be $10, and this would be the extreme
limit of his taxes

—but public expenses don't generally require any

thing like the full rental value.

Land

is

only a fraction of the value of "Xoxa'sfarm.

value of land
of

Why

it.

all right to

is

is it

a percentage of value of land,

robbery

take part of

/.

e.,

is

Rental

One

takes part of value of land

and

;

the

other takes part of value of land and of improvements and of personal property.
Thomas Williamson.

A

NOTES.
W.

recent sermon by Mr. John

the Spirit,"

is

well worth perusal.

in

;

;

who is still seeking a secure roof for protection
from night-storms and spirits."
Use traveled through the night the rain poured
in torrents around her, the storm howled through the
trees, and the water splashed high from the ruts about
the horses and carriage.
It was only between the
figures of the men on the front seat that she caught
glimpses of the midnight sky, which hung heavy and
dark above the fugitives.
Sometimes a glimmer of
light twinkled from the window of a house, and then
again there was nothing but rain, storm, and black
night.
She maintained a terrified silence during the
ghostly journey, Mrs. Rollmaus still clasping her hand.
Use was driving into the world, a storm-lashed world,
poor in light and rich in tears. There was uncertainty
and fearful anxiety everywhere, whether she thought
of the loved one whom she left behind her in the hands
of her

;

of

the

persecutor, or

saw before her the troubled

countenance of her father, and the fields of the estate
where the young man dwelt whose neighborhood now
threatened her with

"

only a part

to take for the public part of a part,

all.

I will call for you
I have business
whole day in the city. Endeavor to sleep
our beds we shall both think of this intrigue and

for the

;

$15,000, he pays taxes about as follows

COURT.

When

new

trouble

;

but she sat erect.

he returns to the door over which the dark

angel hovers, he will ask in vain for his wife.
But I
have done what I had to do may the sovereign Lord
of life watch over me.
There was the sound of a horse's hoofs behind the
carriage it approached nearer. Where the private road
to the estate branched off from the highway, a cavalier
galloped up on a foaming horse he spoke to some
one on the coachman's seat, the carriage and rider
rushed forward side by side for a few moments, then
:

;

Chadwick, "Birthdays
(George H. Ellis, Boston.)

of

;

The

publication

is

announced, early in June, of a new novel

by a well-known contributor
O'Byrne.

Its title is

"

Upon

a vivid portraiture of the

life

to
this

The Open Court, Mr. M.
Rock."

C.

Mr. O'Byrne's novel

of the Nineteenth century

;

of

its

is

so-

and intellectual aspects. The question of religious tolerance
a main feature.
(Ellis, Moore & Bangs, Toronto.)

cial
is

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

the rider reined in his horse.

threw a branch

"The rider has brought this for Lady Use; it
from the tree under her window, and the reckoning

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

THE LORD HIGH STEWARD.

of the

;

himself; "it was only a deception."
hastily seized his hat,

At

" I have had enough for to-day," he muttered " I
wish to get out of this house as quickly as possible.
I
do not like to have you remain here alone, Gabriel.
;

the

same hour

in

which Use was listening

comforting words of her landlord*, the carriage
of the Lord High Steward was driving to the tower
to the

castle of the Princess.

The

Princess received the an-

nouncement with astonishment, and flew d5wn
reception-room.
its

and took the servant

out of the room.

* Translation copyrithted.

is

CHAPTER XXXVIJ.

house was closed outside. For a
while Mr. Hummel stood looking round suspiciously,
and perspiration rose on his brow. At last he heard
Gabriel's knock at the door he opened it, took the light
quickly from his hand, and approached the mirror so
as to throw the light upon the frame and wall.
"It seems to stand firm as iron," he said to

But he

is

paid."

CHAPTER XXXVI. — Continued.
The door

The Crown Inspector

of a tree into the carriage.

The

to her

Professor caused the chest with

contents to be taken to his room, and was in the

bending over the manuscript, when the High
Marshal entered below to deliver himself of his commission. Meanwhile the Princess awaited the old genact of

tleman.

The Lord High Steward had been appointed to
upon the Princess

the honorable office of attendance

:

.

THE OPKN
it

was a considerate way

Court society he was treated by her with just
distinction as was needful, and petitioners
learnt sometimes that their requests were imparted to
him.
He was esteemed by the citizens on account of
his benevolence, and was the only one of the lords of
the Court concerning whom one never heard an unfaHe dwelt in an old-fashioned house
vorable opinion.
surrounded by gardens, was unmarried, rich, without
cool

as

;

in

much

and lived quietly by himself. He was, it was
supposed, without influence he was not in favor, and
was therefore treated by the young cavaliers with chivrelations,

;

alrous condescension.
this,

He

was, notwithstanding

all

indispensable to the Sovereign and the Court.

He was the great dignitarj' who was necessary for all
ceremonious affairs he was counsellor in all family
matters he was ambassador and escort in all transactions with foreign powers. He was well known at most
of the courts of Europe, had acquaintances in the great
diplomatic bodies, and enjoyed the special favor of
various rulers whose good will was of importance to
the Sovereign and as in our courts the reputation that
one enjoys at foreign capitals is the standard of the
judgment of the palace, the correspondence which he
;

;

;

carried on with political leaders in foreign countries,

broad ribbons of which he had
the choice, gave him with the Sovereign himself an
authority which was at the same time burdensome
and valuable he was the secret counsellor for the
Court and the last resource in difficult questions.
The servant opened the door of the Princess's

and the abundance

room with

"

a profound

bow

to the old gentleman..

In-

and answers were exchanged, the
Princess entered the adjoining room and intimated to
her faithful lady-in-waiting by a sign that she was to
keep watch in front. When the conversation was secure from the ear of any listener, the demeanor of the
Princess altered, she hastened up to the old gentleman,
seized him by the hand, and looked inquiringly at his
earnest countenance
"Has anything happened? No trifle could have
caused you to take the trouble of coming into this wilderness.
What have you to say to your little daugh"
ter, ^is it praise or blame?
"I am but fulfilling my duty," replied the old lord,
" if I make my appearance in order to take your Highness's commands, and to ascertain whether the residence of my gracious Princess is suitably arranged."
"Your Excellency has come *to complain," exclaimed the Princess, drawing back, "for you have
not one kind word for your little woman."

different questions

:

=

:

appear more serious than usual to your Highness, it is perhaps only the fancies of an old man which
have intruded themselves at an unseasonable time. I
beg permission to relieve myself of them by discussing
them with your Highness. The health of the Sovereign is a cause of anxiety to us all it reminds us of
Even the good humor
the transitory nature of life.
If I

:

of

Prince Victor does not succeed in dissipating

my

troubled thoughts."

How does my cousin ? " asked the Princess.
"He overcomes the difficulties of being a Prince
"
in a

he

is

wonderful way," replied the High Steward; but
sound to the core he knows very well how to man;

age serious things cleverly. I rejoice," added the courtier, "that my gracious Princess feels warmly towards a
cousin who is faithfully devoted toher Highness."
" He has always been true and kind to me," said
" But now you have punthe Princess, indifferently.

me severely enough.
me confidentially must not

ished
to

She took

a chair,

What you have

to say

be carried on in this way.

and pushed

it

into the

middle

of

the room.

"Here,
to hold

down, my worthy lord, and allow me
hand of my friend when he tells me what

sit

the

makes him anxious on my account."
She fetched herself a low tabouret, held the right
hand of the old lord between hers, looking earnestly
into his eyes.

"Your Highness knows

of

;

166

The High Steward bowed his white head in apology

removing him from the

of

person of the Sovereign. At the same hour every morning his carriage was to be seen standing before the
wing of the castle which was occupied by the Princess.
His personal relations to the young Princess appeared

COURT.

the

way

of giving

me

cour-

age to make bold requests, " said the courtier, laughing.
"That is more to the purpose," said the Princess,
relieved; "I now hear the voice and hold the hand

whom

I most love to trust."
wish for your Highness a nearer and
stronger support than myself," began the old lord,

of

him

in

"But

I

earnestly.

The Princess
" So

started.

which occasioned your Excellency's
journey?" she exclaimed, with agitation.
"That was the anxiety which occupied m.e. It is
it

was

that

—

nothing more than an idea," said the High
Steward, inclining his head.
"And is that to tranquilize me more?" asked the

nothing

"What has hitherto given me the power to
but your Excellency's ideas ?"
"When your Highness, while still in widow's
weeds, was called home, the wish of the Sovereign,

Princes.
live

a duty to attend upon you, was welcome
because I thereby obtained the right of carrying on this conversation with your Highness."
He motioned with his hand to the seat, and the
Princess again hastened to place herself by his side.
" Now when I see your Highness before me in the

making
to

me

bright

it

;

bloom

of youth, richly gifted

and

fitted to con-
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happiness on others and to partake of
cannot forbear thinking that it is wrong

fer the greatest
it

yourself,

I

you to be debarred from the pleasures of home."
"I have enjoyed this happiness and have lost it,"
" Now I have accustomed
exclaimed the Princess.
myself to the thought of renouncing much. I seek for
myself a compensation which even you will not consider
for

unworthy."

"There

keep yourself

free

from the

little

passions which are

masked

excited in the quadrille of a

ball there

can be

But intellectual pastime with subjects of
great interest might also disturb the life of a woman.
Easily does the most refined intellectual enjoyment
no doubt.

More than once has

pass into extravagance.

danger

est

of a

woman been when under

the great-

powerful ex-

ternal excitement, she has felt herself to be higher,
is

a difference

A mode

between us

of

more than

proper for me, an unimportant man, may not be permitted the daughter
of a princely house.
I beg the permission of my beloved Princess," he continued, with a gentle voice, to
fifty years.

COURT.

of life,

freer,

nobler than her wont.

It is difficult to listen

to

entrancing music and to preserve oneself from a warm
interest in the artist who has produced it for us."

The Princess looked down.

years endeavored to wipe away from you that impres-

"Supposing the case, "continued the High Steward,
"in which a diseased man, in bitter humor, should
meditate and work for such an object, the sound person
should guard himself from doing his will."
"But they should also not allow themselves to be
disturbed in what they consider for the honor and
advantage of their life?" cried the Princess, looking
up at the old man.
" Certainly not," replied the latter, " if such benefits
are in fact to be gained by the playful devotion of a
woman to art or learning. It would be difficult for a
princess to find satisfaction in this way.
No one
blames a woman of the people when she makes a great
talent the vocation of her life; she may satisfy herself
as singer or painter and please others, and the whole
world will smile upon her.
But if my gracious Princess should employ her rich musical talent
in
giving a public concert, why would men shrug their
shoulders at it ? Not because your Highness's talent
is less than that of another artist, but because one expects other objects in your life the nation forms very

sion by kindness and attentions, but he has never be-

distinct ideal

draw aside to-day the curtain which has covered a
dark image of your early youth. You were witness of
the scene which separated the Sovereign from your
mother."

illustrious

"

It is

a dark recollection," whispered the Princess,

looking up anxiously at the old lord

was reproaching the Sovereign,

—

it

"my mother
was something
;

concerning the fateful Pavilion. The Sovereign got into
a state of excitement that was fearful.
I, then but a little girl, ran up and embraced the knees of my mother;
he dragged me off, and " the Princess covered her

—

The

made

a motion to stop her, and
continued
" The after-effect of the scene was ruinous to the
life of a noble woman, and also to that of yourself.
eyes.

old lord

:

Then for the first time the diseased irritability which
has since darkened the Sovereign's spirit displayed
itself

;

from that day the Sovereign sees in you the

living witness of his guilt

and

his disease.

lieved himself to be successful.

and

Shame,

He

has for

suspicion,

have continually ruined his relations with you.
He will not let you go away from him, because he
fears that in your confidence to another man you might
betray what he would fain conceal from himself.
He
unwillingly gave in to the first marriage, and he will
oppose a second, for he does not wish to see your
Highness married again. But in the hours when dark
clouds lie over his extraordinary spirit, he rejoices in
the thought that your Highness might lose the right
of secretly reproaching him.
The thought that he did
an injury to the princely dignity of his wife gnaws
fear

is now occupied with the idea that
your Highness might under certain circumstances
forget your position as princess."
" He hopes in vain," exclaimed the Princess, ex

within him, and he

"Never will I allow myself to be degraded
by an unworthy passion it has not been without effect
that I have been the child of your cares."
"What is unworthy of a princess? " asked the High
Steward, reflectively.
"That your Highness would
citedly.

;

;

demands

of its princes.

If,

unfortunately,

the ruling princes of our time do not find

answer

easy to

if

to this ideal, yet to the ladies of these illustrious

families the serious tendency of the present day
this

more possible than

in

my

youth.

A

makes

princess of

our people ought to be the noble model of a good
housewife,

— nothing more

and nothing

else

:

true and

right-minded, firmly attached to her husband, careful
in her daily duties,

warm

hearted to the needy, kind

and sympathizing to all who have the privilege of
approaching her.
If she has intellect, she must beware of wishing to shine if she has a talent for
business, she must guard herself from becoming an
;

intrigante.

Even

the great spcial talent of virtuoso-

ship she must exercise with the greatest discretion.

A

well-weighed balance of female excellence

ornament

of a princess

;

is

the best

her highest honor, that she

more lovable than others, without pawith goodness and capacity in everything,
and with no preteiTsions of any kind. For she stands
is

better and

rading

it,

too high to seek conquest
(

1

and acquisition

be continued.)

for herself."
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OPEN COURT CLUBBING RATES.

"UNITY."

The

following rates are offered to all who wish
subscribe for The Open Court and any one of
the magazines in the list subjoined. If more than
one be desired, they may be obtained through our
to

With the firs t of March,
upon its eleventh year
it can print each week
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TO ADVERTISERS!

For a check for $30 we will print a ten-line adrertlsement in One Million Issues of leadinjc ArnerlOan Newspapers and complete tho"T\ ork within ten
daya. This Is at the rate of only one-flf th of a cent
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Readies, If It Is true, aslssometlnies stated, that
;
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Oregon and Washington

Silverton, Or., June 22, 23
Stayton, Or., June 24
Mills City, Or., June 25, 26
Turner, Or., June 27
Eola, Or., June 28
Canbv, Or., June 29, 30
Molalla, Or., July 3, 4

$3.00 per year.

$1.00 for Four Months.

THE WEEK

has entered on its SIXTH year of
publication, greatly enlarged and improved in every
respect, rendering it still more worthy the cordial
support of every one interested in the maintenance
of a first-class literary journal.
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REMINGTON

MARKG BREAD DEAR.

Standard,

rROVERSY BETWEEN

WHEELBARROW and SYMPATHIZER

The

Corners and The Board of Trade

GOLD MEDAL

Price, io Cents.

pamphlet is a reprint from the colums of The Open Court of an able and spirited
controversy between Wheelbarrow and a prominent Chicago financier. The title indicates the

subject. Wheelbarrow attacks the combinations
laborers
of trade that "make bread dear and
cheap." Sympathizer declares Wheelbarrow s archaracterticle a misrepresentation of facts, and
Wheelbarrow
izes it as misleading and obscure.

more fully his position, and contends that the arguments of Sympathizer have only
The disstrengthened the stand he has taken.
cussion is by practical men, and forms an interesting chapter in economics.

CO.,

LA SALLE STREET,

P. O.
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EWELL,

Prof.

an authentic record

WALTER

Prof. J.

FE'WKES, Harvard

made by Mr.

Prof.

Frank E. McGurrin, at Detroit, on January 21, l88g,
on a memorized sentence, thus heating all previous
records of correct work by thirty words per minute,
and placing the " Remington " still further beyond

Dr.

ALFRED C. STOKES.
JOHN A. BRASHEAR.

Prof.

Prof.

reach of competition.
Photographic copies of certified work furnished
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Single Copy, 5=-

Published Weekly.

CHARLES WATTS,
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Editor.

Adelaide Street East, Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Read what Colonel

Ingersoll says:

'—

" I am greatly pleased with Secular Thought
with its form, arrangement, and contents— above all,
with its spirit. It is splendid. I don't see how it
could bs better. I read it with the greatest of
Col. Robt. G. Ingersoll.
pleasure."
'

Read what Helen H. Gardener says:
"Permit me

to congratulate

you on the

fine ap-

pearance and tone of Secular TJiought.' I hearthe
tily congratulate our Canadian friends upon
fact that they are represented by a paper of which
they
need
which
and
proud,
justly
be
can
they
never hesitate to hand to their most delicate'

minded

friends,

La

Salle

St.,

however religious they may be."

Published by The Teacher's Publishing Company, Des Moines, Iowa. A monthly magazine devoted to the interests of teachers and advanced
pupils and intended to supplement the good work
done by other school journals rather than to occupy
the same field. Instead of filling its columns with
school methods, school aids, and 'the details of
in
school work, it will aim to interest the teachers
matters outside of the atmosphere of the school
room, and its columns will furnish an Outlook
upon affairs of life, facts in science and nature
which illustrate and test the theories of the schools.
In this work it will hope to furnish the teacher with
energy,
a natural source of inspiration and mental
quicken thought and make the schoolroom a place
joyous with buoyant spirits that offer a responsive

greeting to the inquiring minds of youth, rather
than heavy with that gloom and dullness which
often surrounds the daily toil.
A leading feature of the magazine will be a
monthly review of current events, civil and indusdiscoveries.
trial problems, scientific inventions,

other well-known writers on microscopy.

Each
to

imbe
educated

a scientific
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May nth and May i8th, exposes the
unfounded nature of the claim made by Christian

in its issues of

prohibitionists that the Bible
abstinence and prohibition.

is

favorable both to

demonstrated
that it is neither, hundreds of texts being cited by
the compiler of
It

is

"BIBLE TEMPERANCE."
Labor, governmental, and financial questions dis-

During the

Summer

a complete history will

be

given of the Walker and Harman " Autonomistic
Marriage," together with a concise statement of
the principals' present views upon the subject.
Those who subscribe now will therefore receive
the "

official

be a very complete Review
especially of all books and
of current Literatui
thin the sphere of its labor.
magazines coming^
arrangements with all the
We have entered
leading publishers ) keep us informed of all their
IS, and the Reviews
new and prospective public,
critics.
competent
will be made by
one
Still another feature, and a very important

Another feature

rill

Forty Cents per
Address

six

months.

"FAIR PLAY,"
Box
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VALLEY FALLS, KANSAS.
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information valuable
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who
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broadest sense.

S., F. Z. S.

Charles G. Jennings, M. D.

PAGES, ILLUSTRATED, YEARLY.
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Sample Copies, Free.

THE MICROSCOPE PUBLISHING
25

CO.

Washington Ave., DETROIT, Mich.

TWENTIETHCENTURY
Devoted

that appreciation necessary to its full execution it
writers
will be the means of introducing many new
lack
to the public, and of aiding many who now
the training in the expression of thought necessary
into
to a kindly reception in the field ot literature
which their tastes would lead them. For further
particulars send four cents for Prospectus, or fifty
ii2
cents for magazine eight months.

Yearly Subscription, hicluding postage,
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of Liberal

.called " Liberal " paper that adcial reseneration.
open to the absolutely free disof all religious and economic theories.
.
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Twelve pages. Issued weekly. Annual subscripone dollar. Sample Copies free. All subscribreceive a Copy of Mr. PentecosVs book,
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ers will
"
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Address

Twentietli Century

Whomisli

to all who desire to
the highest thought of the age.
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E. C.

17,

Warren
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PuWishing Company,

NEW YORK
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and Advanced
keep abreast with

Fleet street,

Editor.
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Publications.

Invaluable

PENTECO ST.

0.

only
vocates radical

WATTS'S LITERARY GUIDE.
Monthly Record

Secular Religion and

Contains, besides crisp and pointed editorials
and contributions from a corps of able writers, the
Sunday Addresses of the Editor before Unity Con-

No.

A

to

Social Regeneration.

.

as giving a practical value to the Outlook offered,
out of
will be the formation of a circle of writers
hopes to draw its
its subscribers, from which it
corps of contributors. This plan is original as applied to a magazine, and IS based on the idea ot
co-operation, or mutual helpfulness. It met with

report " of this famous cause.

Seventy-five Cents per year.

replete

etc.
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EDITORS.
W. P. Manton, M. D., F. R. M.
George Duffield, M. D.
F. W. Brown, M. D.
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JAMES.
GRIFFITH, Esq.
M. VORCE, Esq.
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WHELPLEY.

Dr. F. L.
E. H.

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS, & BENEDICT,

Secular Thought

Uni-

H. STOWELL, University ot Michigan.
S. H. GAGE, Cornell University.
H. L. SMITH, Hobart College.

Prof. C.

without an error.

The above

Prof. T. J. BURRILL, University ot Illinois.
Northwestern University.
Prof. M. D.

on application.

Chicago, III.
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the world the results of their labors.
Among the contributors to this journal are;
Prof. CHAS. E. BESSEY, University of Ne-
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replies, explains
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scientific journals ot Europe and America.
A reliable teacher for the beginner, and a medium through which advanced workers publish to
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representative of what is best, most instructive, and progressive in American Microscopy.
An enterprising and liberal purveyor of Microscopical News selected from the most reliable
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